Detector for inflammable gases - GAS SAFE II

This gas detector is especially designed to detect leaks at natural gas and methane pipes.

This instruments meets the requirements of EMC and CE.

**Delivery**
- Pump
- Flexible probe
- Accumulator
- Battery charger
- Acoustic and visual alarm
- Drops to zero automatically
- Cable for car battery
- Carrying case
- Option: carrying bag

**Specifications**
- **Range:** 40 ppm. . .1000 ppm
- **Sensor:** Semiconductor
- **Alarm:** 4 LED and loudspeaker
- **Response time:** ≤ 1 second
- **Power:** Accumulator 6 volt
- **Working temp:** 0°C. . .50°C
- **Dimensions:** 220 x 55 x 35 mm
- **Weight:** 370 g

**Item-No. 6160**

GAS SAFE II, gas detector with flexible probe in carrying case
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